Instructions- for Teachers
You will need one large sheet of paper measuring at least one metre tall and wide. Alternatively, just use
any large piece of paper like flip chart paper or the back of some old wallpaper, or simply tape several
smaller sheets together.

Draw 5 circles on the sheet of paper, one inside the other, and number them 1 to 5. Your largest circle
(number 5) should almost touch the edges of the paper, and your smallest (number 1) should be about
25cm in diameter (about the width of an A4 sheet).

Your sheet of paper should look something like this:

Playing the Game
This game is an easy way to help your members decide together which actions your school could try to
take next.

What to do:
1.

Place your game sheet on a flat table or on the floor so that all the members of your action group
can see it.

2.

Scatter the printed cards, plus the blank cards, all around the edges of the outer circle.

3.

Start by getting all group members to look at the pre-printed cards and find any that aren’t suitable
for your school or that you may have already done. Write any additional ideas they have on the
blank cards (one idea per card).

4.

Next, ask everybody in your group to walk round the table once, looking at each card as they go.
Each member of your group can chose the action that they think your school could tackle next and
move it one circle towards the centre. If more than one person chooses the same card, each of
them should move it up one circle. For example, if three people have chosen the same card, each
person will move it up one circle so now it will be in circle. Once they have moved a card they
cannot move it back again.

Tip: It’s important that everyone decides on their own, so don’t let any of the participants try to influence the
others.

5.

Repeat this action three times so that each group member has had the opportunity to move 3 cards
one space. You will be left with some cards still outside the circle and others which have been
moved into the circles.

6.

Next, collect up all of the cards that are still around the outside edge and put them back in the box
(These are the actions the group have decided not to take forward at this stage.)

7.

The cards nearest the central circle are the actions which your members believe are most important.

8.

Congratulations – you now all agree on your actions! Write down all the actions left on the board on
the action sheet, write the ones closest to the middle of the board first, working your way towards
the outside.

9.

Now you are ready to work out how and when you can start the actions you have chosen. The
Action Plan will help you to do this.

Energy

Turn off
the lights if
rooms are
empty

Close the
doors and
windows
when it is
cold

Appoint
energy
monitors

Set a target
to reduce
the schools
energy bills

Create a
special
display to
show weekly
energy use

Use energy
saving light
bulbs

Turn
temperature
down by
one degree

Turn off the
computers
when they
are not
being used

Turn off the
standby
button on the
television

Turn off smart
boards when
they are not
being used

Global

We could
measure
our school’s
Carbon
Footprint

We could send
our old school
equipment
to an African
School

We could
hold a
‘celebrating
other
cultures’ day

We could
raise money
for an
international
aid charity

We could
link with an
international
school

We could
have fairlytraded
products in
our tuck shop

We could have
a tasting day
with food from
other countries

We could
do a
sponsored
‘walk with
water’

We could
take part
in the
shoebox
appeal

We could
have fairlytraded
items in the
staff room

Recycle

Have a
scrap paper
drawer
in every
room?

Put a
recycling
box in every
classroom

We should have
a recycling bin
for fruit and
vegetable waste

We should
encourage
everyone to
use re-fillable
drink bottles

The school
should only
buy recycled
paper

We could
have a tasting
day with food
from other
countries

We could
take part
in the
shoebox
appeal

Recycling
monitors
for each
classroom

We could
do a
sponsored
‘walk with
water’

We could
raise money
by recycling
mobile
phones.

Schoolgrounds

It would
be good to
practice my
climbing and
balancing

We could
have a quiet
area at break
times

I would like
to have
some of
my lessons
outside

We could
have a
friendship
bench

We could
make a
wildlife area

We could
start a
gardening
club

I would
like more
flowers at
school

I’d like to
be able to
play football
outside

We need
somewhere
to sit in the
shade

We could have
a planting area
for each year
group

Travel

WOW

Have a
Walk On
Wednesday
campaign

Organise
a bike
maintenance
session

Our school
should monitor
how pupils
travel to school

Learn road
safety

It would be
good to have
somewhere
safe to store
our bicycles

Have awards
for those who
regularly walk
or cycle to
school

II
III
I
IIII

Have a
poster
campaign
to promote
walking

A park and
stride scheme
would work
well at our
school

It would be
good if our
school could
walk to the
North Pole

We need
parking
monitors at our
school

